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Hackgate and beyond 

A radio script by Stuart Fraser 

The London office of Thornton Towers, agents… 

LUCY: Well, what’s Jokasta got to suggest? All the D listers going on strike, perhaps? They 

could flounce out and bring Britain to its knees, and then Jokasta can say ‘while you’re down 

there’ in a suggestive manner and laugh like an Essex hyena. 

TOBY: It’s not such a bad idea – nobody would have anything to talk about if Jokasta and 

her mates went on strike.  

LUCY: Be a problem for Ed Miliband, wouldn’t it? A Labour leader having to condemn a 

strike he’s supposed to be taking part in? 

TOBY: As a D lister himself… 

LUCY: “Cheryl Cole told reporters ‘We don’t know what they mean when they say we’re 

being irresponsible – really we don’t…’” 

TOBY: All those magazines’d go bust on the spot… 

BILL TOWERS: And so would we! For goodness sake, you two, it’s as if you don’t think 

what we do matters… 

AMANDA THORNTON: Let’s not go there, Bill. Look, do you think Jokasta  suspects, 

then? 

BILL TOWERS: Well, she’s not happy. 
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AMANDA: I thought the lip gloss launch went really well. ‘LoveLips by Jokasta – be a  

scarlet woman with the last word in passion from Britain’s top glamour model…’  

BILL: I know, but that strange little chap from the boy band who was on the guest list went 

and ruined it all by telling Janine from The Planet his calls to Simon Cowell had been 

bugged. Of course, then it was a feeding frenzy and Jokasta was left in the corner plastered in 

her stupid lip gloss looking like Coco the Clown after a boob job. 

AMANDA: Well, I had a word with Rashid and he assures me he’s still going to run one of 

the pictures tomorrow –  

BILL: D’you think Page 18’s going to satisfy her? 

AMANDA: I know, I know… God help our invoice if she finds out we can’t persuade 

anybody to hack her mobile… 

BILL: Can’t she see it’s a waste of time? Every time she changes her clothes she’s on the 

phone to Rashid or somebody else. Look at this Tweet: “Just had skinny latte with Venetia 

and hot goss on the boy front… or should I say back?” 

AMANDA: Lucy, have you been keeping it up on Jokasta’s phones? 

LUCY: Yes, yes – just leaving blank messages and I arranged for that click on your phone 

whenever she calls you – Toby said it was a piece of cake. Look, I’m doing my best, 

Amanda… 

AMANDA: Sorry, darling, it’s just that the pressure’s on. She’s our top paying client but 

what with all these hacking revelations we can’t get her anywhere near the redtops at the 

moment and I’m getting a bit anxious… 
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LUCY: Well, I’m getting fed up with massaging her ego and Toby’s getting fed up too – as if 

it’s not enough you putting him on all the boring ones. 

BILL: Anything off John Craven’s messages yet? 

TOBY: What d’you think? Assignation with a sheep on Snowdon? Interesting comment on 

the meadow pipit? 

BILL: They all need looking after. They all need us to come up with something to provide 

them with the vital lifeblood of remorseless public exposure.  

AMANDA: Even Jokasta… 

BILL: Especially Jokasta … 

LUCY: I don’t know why we’re still bothering, honestly – no newspaper’s going to touch 

anything from a hooky source now, are they? 

AMANDA: Lucy, Thornton Towers is not hooky. And Jokasta’s not our only problem. 

We’ve got other clients too, you know, all of whom will be looking elsewhere for their 

assistance if they find out we couldn’t even arrange for their phones to be hacked. Imagine! 

The humiliation of not being important enough for the tabloid press to break the law for you! 

BILL: And this problem is not going away just yet, is it? I’ve been making a few calls, 

sharing a few lunches, and all this fuss is pushing diaries well back… 

AMANDA: How far back? 
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BILL: Well, a couple of editors have both whispered to me that they might not be able to start 

their pitiless character assassination of the Duchess of Cambridge for at least six months… 

AMANDA: Good grief – that’s due in a fortnight, isn’t it? 

BILL: Yes, I was rather pinning my hopes on that…. Jokasta was booked to offer advice on a 

complete body make-over for her, but that’s been cancelled. And of course if that goes back 

then we’ll be perilously close to England’s abject capitulation at Euro 2012 and we’ll be into 

Premiership star crisis management again… 

AMANDA (groaning): I don’t think I could stand a repeat of the World Cup aftermath… 

LUCY: Surely Hackgate’ll be over soon?  

TOBY: Well, you know how wrong I was. I said the fact that tabloid newspapers were 

prepared to go to any lengths whatsoever to make money would come as no surprise to 

anybody and the fuss would all blow over in a matter of days…. And now look at the 

situation. For God’s sake, people are even professing surprise that police officers may have 

taken dodgy money. Imagine! Whatever next? Bankers are all greedy pigs? Estate agents 

don’t necessarily have your best interests at heart? The Daily Mail’s been engaged in a right-

wing conspiracy? BMW drivers are tossers? The shock could kill people. 

AMANDA: I know, I know – whatever happened to people? Are they all getting thick or 

something?  

TOBY: I mean, you only had to look at Rupert Murdoch and Rebekah Brooks… talk about 

the picture of Dorian Gray.  

AMANDA: What happened to the old values? 
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LUCY: Like journalists pointlessly creating vacuous eye candy celebrities who are then 

ruthlessly destroyed to the echoing sound of packs of readers baying for blood and nudity? 

BILL: Lucy, are you sure you’re in the right job? 

TOBY: Maybe we could see if Piers Morgan will say something about Jokasta to deflect the 

attention off him? 

AMANDA: He might appreciate it… all these attempts to implicate him… 

BILL: Yes, almost as if somebody doesn’t like him, isn’t it? 

AMANDA: Ha! 

BILL: I mean, some of these allegations come from his crappy little books, which suggests 

some poor sod has actually gone to the incredible lengths of reading them. That’s what I call 

bearing a grudge. 

AMANDA: Look, I’ll try him. 

LUCY: When the Archbishop came in yesterday he suggested we could use the Piers Morgan 

thing for him if anything ever comes of these allegations… 

AMANDA: In what way? 

LUCY: The Archbishop thought the sight of a humiliated, disgraced Piers Morgan starving in 

the gutter would prove once and for all that there really is a God. 

BILL: Hmmmm – good point. 
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TOBY: Can’t we link her to Ryan Giggs? 

AMANDA: I’d forgotten him! 

BILL: Well, it’s worth a go, Toby… look, your Great British Bores list…. Don’t suppose 

there’s anything on Gary Lineker’s kit about Giggs? 

TOBY: No, only a sincere expression of concern and sympathy for his family. Not even a 

swear word. 

BILL: Should have known… still, ask Jokasta if she’d be prepared to be romantically linked 

with Ryan Giggs… 

LUCY: She’d be prepared to be romantically linked with Eric Pickles if it got her near a front 

page… 

AMANDA: I think Giggs is too passé now… 

BILL: Talking of Eric Pickles, I’m surprised nobody’s really made the most of the BBC card 

yet. 

AMANDA: I know, Chris Patten says they’ve been on all fours and bracing themselves for 

weeks… 

BILL: I’d imagined Pickles being deprived of food and kept in a cage with only a signed 

photo of Paxman for company… get him in the right mind to give the Beeb a good shafting 

and blame them for everything as usual. 

AMANDA: Nick Clegg’s the only winner really. 
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LUCY: I heard he’s really ticked off at not being Britain’s most hated man any more…  

TOBY: Well, we could help him out there: get him to throw some impoverished students, a 

cute puppy dog and Bruce Forsyth onto a bonfire of the lovely frocks of a naked, shivering 

Duchess of Cambridge before crapping on the Cenotaph and wiping his backside on a signed 

photo of the late Queen Mother… that should do it. 

AMANDA: Got it! 

BILL: What, Jokasta and Nick Clegg? 

AMANDA: No, no… Jokasta and Dean Hawkins… 

BILL: Eh? The Premiership footballer? He’s got a super-injunction, hasn’t he? 

TOBY: I remember those – fashionable a few months ago, weren’t they, BH – Before 

Hackgate. 

AMANDA: Yes, he jolly well has got a super-injunction, Bill – and remember why! 

BILL: Ah! Yes! I see what you’re getting at! 

LUCY: Come on, tell us then… 

AMANDA: Dean Hawkins’ lawyers took out a super injunction banning reports of his 

niceness. 

BILL: He was terrified his image would be ruined if fans find out how decent he is. He 

doesn’t drink, hates nightclubs. His wife has never been photographed in swimwear, his child 
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doesn’t have a stupid chavvy name and he donates a chunk of his wages to charity each week 

because he says Premiership wages are obscene. 

AMANDA: The court ruling said: “Mr X’s standing among his fellow players and his value 

in the transfer market will be adversely affected without consistent repetition of bad 

behaviour regularly reported. Team marketing staff will be deeply concerned about his ability 

to generate publicity and therefore ticket sales, and fans and fellow players will have a 

lowered opinion of him.” 

TOBY: How’d’you find out about all this if there’s a super-injunction? 

BILL: Toby, don’t be obtuse. Now look, Hawkins is desperate to look bad, truly desperate… 

LUCY: Desperate enough to shag Jokasta? 

TOBY: God, that is pretty desperate… 

AMANDA: If we could persuade her to take that stupid lip gloss off and let down the air 

pressure in her boobs a bit, he might be prepared to give it a go.. 

BILL: Oh come on, we can just dump a couple of messages on her answerphone, maybe a 

few texts from his iPhone, couple of Tweets, Bob’s your Uncle… 

AMANDA: And we could do with an unimpeachable source to link the two of them…. Toby! 

The hour has come. Bring me John Craven’s details! 

TOBY: But Bill! Hackgate, come on – nobody’s doing that stuff any more! 

BILL, AMANDA and LUCY: Oh, Toby… 


